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Abstract. Compositional plug-and-play-like reuse of black-box components re-
quires sophisticated techniques to specify the components. One current problem
in specifying behavioral aspects comes from the fact that editing OCL con-
straints manually is time consuming and error-prone. To simplify constraint
definition we propose to use specification patterns for which OCL constraints
can be generated automatically. As a first step we identify a list of patterns that
frequently occur in behavioral specifications. These patterns are described in
detail using a special description scheme and specification examples.
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1 Introduction

Combining off-the-shelf software components offered by different vendors to cus-
tomer-individual business application systems is a goal that is followed-up for a long
time [14]. By employing such a component strategy one can raise efficiency and qual-
ity of software development and increase the flexibility of the resulting application
systems [19]. A crucial prerequisite towards this goal is an appropriate and standard-
ized specification of software components (see chapter 2). Behavioral aspects are
frequently specified with the Object Constraint Language (OCL) [16]. OCL is a for-
mal language that is part of UML [17] and used to describe expressions on UML
models. Using a formal language, however, causes one of the current problems in
component specifications: Editing OCL constraints manually is time consuming and
error-prone (see chapter 3). To simplify constraint definition we propose to utilize
specification patterns for which OCL constraints can be generated automatically (see
chapter 4). As a first step towards this goal we identify a list of frequently occurring
specification patterns and describe them in detail (see chapter 5). We conclude with
discussion of related work (chapter 6) and a summary (chapter 7). The main contribu-
tions of this paper are: the proposal to use specification patterns to simplify compo-
nent specifications, the identification of frequently occurring specification patterns
and the development of a description scheme to characterize those patterns. By those
achievements we lay the groundwork for a technique to generate OCL constraints.
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2 Specification of Software Components

An appropriate and standardized specification of software components is prerequisite
for a composition methodology and tool support [18] as well as for reuse of compo-
nents by third parties [20]. With specification of a component we denote the complete,
unequivocal and precise description of its external view - that is which services a
component provides under which conditions [21]. Important approaches towards
specification of software components include [4,5,6,11,18,21]. Component specifica-
tions must comprise several aspects and are therefore frequently divided into different
specification levels. Objects to be specified include business terms, business tasks
(domain-related perspective), interface signatures, behavior and coordination con-
straints (logical perspective) and non-functional attributes (physical perspective).

Behavioral specifications (which are topic of this paper) describe how the compo-
nent behaves in general and in borderline cases. This is achieved by defining con-
straints (invariants, pre- and postconditions) based on the idea of designing applica-
tions by contract [15]. In component specifications the OCL [16] is a frequently used
notation technique for behavioral aspects – cf. for example [5,18,21].

To illustrate how behavioral aspects are specified we introduce an exemplary com-
ponent SalesOrderProcessing. This component is used as example throughout the rest
of the paper. Note that for sake of simplicity we reduce the component to its bare
essentials – in practice the component would not be used in such a simplified form.
The business task of the component is to manage sales orders.

Fig. 1. Interface specification of component SalesOrderProcessing

Fig. 1 shows the interface specifications of SalesOrderProcessing using UML. We see
that the component offers one interface ISalesOrder that features operations to create,
check and cancel sales orders. The data types needed for the interface specifications
are also defined in fig. 1.

Business data managed by a component often needs to be represented in the com-
ponent specification. This is done by introducing type diagrams that display all speci-
fication relevant business data on a logical level. (Compare e.g. [5] where such dia-
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grams are called interface information models.) The type diagram is displayed in the
internal section of the UML component box. Fig. 2 displays such a type diagram for
the component SalesOrderProcessing. The diagram shows that the component man-
ages sales orders and sales order items. The attributes of the types SalesOrder and
SalesOrderItem in the diagram expose that the component keeps information about id,
date of order, status and customer id of sales orders and about id, quantity and product
id of sales order items. The association between the types SalesOrder and SalesOrde-
rItem reveals that a sales order has one or more items and that each item belongs to
one sales order.

Fig. 2. Type diagram representing business data managed by component SalesOrderProcessing

The actual behavioral specification is based on the interface specification and on the
type diagram. Fig. 3 shows an exemplary specification of the operation ISalesOr-
der.check. To call the operation it is required that the sales order to be checked al-
ready exists (first precondition) and is in status new (second precondition). The post-
condition guarantees, that after performing the operation the status of the sales order is
either accepted or rejected. (A sales order check in reality might check if the customer
is credit-worthy and if the products desired are on stock. To gain this information
from other components there should be required interfaces, which were left out of
fig. 1 for sake of simplicity.)

ISalesOrder:check(in orderId: string, out orderStatus: Order-
Status)

def: ord1: SalesOrder = SalesOrder.allInstances()
->select(id = orderId)

pre: SalesOrder.allInstances()->exists(id = orderId)
pre: ord1.status = #new
post: ord1.status = #accepted or ord1.status = #rejected

Fig. 3. Constraints for operation ISalesOrder.check

Note that fig. 3 also includes the definition of a local variable ord1 which allows sim-
plifying consecutive expressions. (For the variable ord1 to be well-defined we assume
that each sales order has a unique id.)
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3 Problems in Behavioral Specification of Components

Most component specification approaches recommend notations in formal languages
since they promise a common understanding of specification results across different
developers and companies. The use of formal methods, however, is not undisputed.
Some authors argue that the required effort is too high and the intelligibility of the
specification results is too low – for a discussion of advantages and liabilities of for-
mal methods compare [10].

The disadvantages of earlier formal methods are reduced by the UML OCL [16]:
The notation of OCL has a simple structure and is oriented towards the syntax of ob-
ject-oriented programming languages. Software developers can therefore handle OCL
much easier than earlier formal methods that were based on set theory and predicate
logic. This is the reason why OCL is recommended by many authors for the specifica-
tion of software components [4,5,18,21].

Despite its advantages OCL can not solve all problems associated with the use of
formal methods: One result of two case studies dealing with the specification of busi-
ness components [1,2] was the insight that editing OCL constraints manually is never-
theless time consuming and error-prone. Similar experiences were made by other
authors that use OCL constraints in specifications (outside the component area) [9,13].
They conclude that it takes a considerable effort to master OCL and use it effectively.

It should be noted that behavioral aspects (where OCL is used) have a great impor-
tance for component specifications: In the specification of a rather simple component
in case study [2], for example, the behavioral aspects filled 57 (of altogether 81) pages
and required tremendous amount of work. For component specifications to be practi-
cal it is therefore indispensable to simplify the OCL-based behavioral specification.

4 Solution Proposal: Utilizing Specification Patterns

Solution strategies to simplify OCL specifications include better tool support (to re-
duce errors) and the use of predefined specification patterns (to reduce errors and
effort). The latter approach seems to be particularly promising for the specification of
business components: Analyzing for instance the case study [2] one finds that 70% of
all OCL constraints in this study can be backtracked to few frequently occurring speci-
fication patterns. An example of such a pattern is the following condition: An attribute
of a class in the specification type diagram (cf. fig. 2) plays the semantic role of a key
that is all instances of the type differ in their value of the key attribute.

The idea how to utilize such patterns in the specification process is as follows:
Suppose the person who specifies a component is in the middle of the specification
process and needs to formulate a certain behavioral condition in OCL. He checks the
library of predefined specification patterns which is part of his specification tool and
finds a suitable one. Instead of writing the constraint manually he only has to pick the
pattern and supply the model elements for which the pattern shall be applied. The tool
will be able to check his input for consistency and then generate the constraint.
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This approach has the following advantages: The specification process is simplified
because the specification will be faster, less error-prone and requires less expert OCL
knowledge. Moreover, when the patterns are well-known, it will be enough to specify
a pattern (without the generated OCL text) allowing the user to recognize the con-
straint easier. Currently no approaches are known how such patterns can be utilized
within component specifications (compare chapter 6). Table 1 shows the problems to
be solved towards this goal.

Table 1. Subtasks to be solved for utilizing specification patterns

Step 1 Identify frequently occurring specification patterns

Step 2 Develop a technique that allows defining specification patterns, adopting
them to special use cases and generating OCL constraints

Step 3 Apply the pattern description technique (from step 2) to the identified
patterns (from step 1) and implement them in specification tools

First we need to identify specification patterns that frequently occur (step 1). After
that a description technique ought to be developed that allows describing specification
patterns in such a way, that they can be adopted to special cases and automatically be
generated into OCL constraints (step 2). Finally the description technique is applied to
the identified patterns and for each pattern a generator is implemented (step 3). If new
patterns arise they can naturally be included into the pattern library at a later time
(assuming they have no additional requirements for the description technique).

Note that the pattern list from step 1 is not only prerequisite for their implementa-
tion in step 3, but is also necessary for step 2 because from the pattern list one can
deduce the requirements the description technique needs to fulfill. In this paper we
will propose a solution for step 1 of table 1. Steps 2 and 3 are not part of this paper
and are currently under development.

5 Description of Frequently Occurring Specification Patterns

In this chapter we present a list of patterns that frequently occur in behavioral specifi-
cation of software components. The process to identify such patterns was the follow-
ing: We first collected specification examples from the literature, analyzed them re-
garding similarities and so obtained the pattern list. Material for the analysis we got
from existing case studies for the specification of business components – namely one
smaller case study [7] and two comprehensive case studies [1,2]. To get additional
material we also analyzed a number of publications about black-box component speci-
fication that included specification examples on behavioral level [4,8,12,18,20,21].
Including those publications into our analysis followed the assumption that authors
will choose typical behavioral constraints as specification examples, although such
specification examples (in difference to case studies) can not give a quantitative an-
swer how often certain patterns occur.
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5.1 Description Scheme to Present Specification Patterns

In this section we introduce a description scheme that will be used to present the
specification patterns. The scheme (shown in table 2) allows displaying all relevant
pattern details in a structured and uniform way. The first characteristic is the pattern
name that identifies the pattern and serves as a short semantic explanation.

All patterns have one or more parameters that allow adopting the pattern to specific
use cases. The characteristic pattern parameter lists these parameters together with
their type. Parameters can be of elementary type (like string) or are elements from the
UML metamodel (level M2 in the four-layer metamodel hierarchy of UML [17]). A
parameter could for example be of type Class and be bound by the class SalesOrder.
The characteristic restrictions denotes what conditions the pattern parameters must
fulfill. For a pattern with parameters op (of type Operation) and par (of type Parame-
ter) it might be required that par is a parameter of op and not any parameter.

The remaining three characteristics describe the OCL constraint the pattern repre-
sents. With constraint type we denote if the constraint is an invariant, pre- or postcon-
dition. The characteristic constraint context stands for the OCL context of the con-
straint and is always one of the pattern parameters. The final characteristic constraint
text gives the actual OCL expression. Note that the OCL expression is kept generic
and must be adopted: subexpressions in normal typesetting are left as they are but
subexpressions in italic stand for text that needs to be substituted by a parameter value
or a parameters model name (for an example see e.g. table 3 and fig. 4).

Table 2. Description scheme for specification patterns

Characteristic Description

Pattern name Unique name for each pattern

Pattern parameter Available parameters to adopt pattern to use cases

Restrictions Requirements regarding the pattern parameters

Constraint type Type of the constraint (invariant, pre- or postcondition)

Constraint context OCL context of the constraint

Constraint text (Schematic) OCL expression representing the constraint

Note that the description scheme is only an intermediate format needed now to de-
scribe the patterns as result of working step 1 (see table 1). We assume that after com-
pleting step 2 and 3 patterns can be represented based on the newly developed de-
scription technique and then the scheme in table 2 will not longer be necessary. There-
fore we chose (especially for the constraint text) a very simple representation.

It shall be mentioned that the description scheme (in table 2) indicates requirements
towards the description technique to be developed later: it must be able to describe
OCL constraints in such a way that it is possible to define parameters and substitute
parameter values into the constraint.
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5.2 Pattern 1: Semantic Key (of a Specification Type)

Part of the behavioral specification of components is a type diagram that represents
business data managed by the component (cf. fig. 2). Some model types (as SalesOr-
der in fig. 2) have an attribute that plays the semantic role of a key attribute. It might
be useful to formulate this constraint as an invariant. By doing so the constraint needs
only to be formulated once and does not need to be repeated in the several pre-and
postconditions. For this situation we define the pattern SemanticKey (cf. table 3). The
parameters of this pattern are a class of the type diagram (note that types in UML are
classes with stereotype «type») and the key attribute (in UML being a property) of the
class. The pattern constraint is an invariant that is valid for the input class. The con-
straint demands that all instances of the type differ in their value of the key attribute.

Table 3. Description scheme for pattern SemanticKey

Characteristic Description

Pattern name SemanticKey

Pattern parameter class: Class; key: Property

Restrictions key is an attribute of class class

Constraint type Invariant

Constraint context class

Constraint text name(class).allInstances()->forAll(i1, i2 | i1
<> i2 implies i1.name(key) <> i2.name(key))

An example for this pattern can be found in the component SalesOrderProcessing.
The attribute id is a semantic key of the class SalesOrder. Applying the pattern to the
example yields the invariant shown in fig. 4.

SalesOrder

inv: SalesOrder.allInstances()->forAll(i1, i2 | i1 <> i2
implies i1.id <> i2.id)

Fig. 4. Pattern applied to class SalesOrder

Note that in some cases two or more attributes form together the semantic key of a
class. The pattern given above could be extended for that – compare section 5.11 for a
short discussion on the associated issues.

5.3 Pattern 2: Invariant for an Attribute Value (of a Specification Type)

The second pattern also describes an invariant for the type diagram in component
specifications: It allows the expression of constraints regarding the value of a single
class attribute. This condition is described by the pattern InvariantForAttributeValue
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which is shown in table 4. The parameters of this pattern are a class class, one of its
attributes attr, a comparison operator operator and a fixed value value. Note that for
operator one of the standard operators (=, <>, <, <=, > or >=) is expected and that
value must contain a fixed value corresponding to the data type of attr (in UML such
value specifications are represented by the metaclass ValueSpecification). The pattern
constraint is an invariant for attr restricting it to the value (or value range) specified
by operator and value.

Table 4. Description scheme for pattern InvariantForAttributeValue

Characteristic Description

Pattern name InvariantForAttributeValue

Pattern parameter class: Class; attr: Property, operator: string, value: Val-
ueSpecification

Restrictions attr is an attribute of class class, operator contains an operator
(=, <>, <, <=, > or >=), value of value adheres to the type of
attr

Constraint type Invariant

Constraint context Class

Constraint text self.name(attr) operator value

As an example let us consider the attribute quantity of class SalesOrderItem from
fig. 2. This attribute shall always be grater than zero. Applying the pattern with opera-
tor equals to ‘>’ and value equals to ‘0’ gives the invariant in fig. 5.

SalesOrderItem

inv: self.quantity > 0

Fig. 5. Pattern applied to attribute quantity of class SalesOrderItem

5.4 Pattern 3: Constraint for a Parameter Value

The next pattern is similar to the one before, but now applied to an (unstructured)
parameter of an operation call: It allows restricting the value of an input parameter.
The description of the pattern ConstraintForParameterValue is depicted in table 5.

The parameters of the pattern are an operation, one of its parameters, a comparison
operator and a fixed value. The variables operator and value have the same meaning
and restrictions as in section 5.3. The constraint given by the pattern is a precondition
for op requiring the parameter par to have the value (or value range) given by opera-
tor and value.
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Table 5. Description scheme for pattern ConstraintForParameterValue

Characteristic Description

Pattern name ConstraintForParameterValue

Pattern parameter op: Operation; par: Parameter, operator: string, value: Val-
ueSpecification

Restrictions par is a parameter (of kind in or inout) of operation op, opera-
tor contains an operator (=, <>, <, <=, > or >=), value of value
adheres to the type of par

Constraint type Precondition

Constraint context op

Constraint text name(par) operator value

A special use case of this pattern is the situation that a parameter shall contain a non-
initial value. For instance we could demand that the parameter orderId of the opera-
tion ISalesOrder:check shall be supplied with a non-empty string. This precondition
can be derived from the pattern by setting operator to ‘<>’ and value to ‘’, cf. fig. 6.

ISalesOrder:check(in orderId: string, out orderStatus: Order-
Status)

pre: orderId <> ‘’

Fig. 6. Pattern applied to parameter orderId of operation ISalesOrder:check

5.5 Pattern 4: Constraint for the Value of a Parameter Field

We extend the last pattern to cover the use case that the value constraint shall be valid
for a field of an input operation parameter. To do so we introduce the new pattern
parameter field that ought to be an attribute of par. All other parameters and restric-
tions apply as before. The resulting constraint is again a precondition restricting now
the field field to the value (or value range) specified by operator and value. Details
can be found in table 6.

Table 6. Description scheme for pattern ConstraintForParameterFieldValue

Characteristic Description

Pattern name ConstraintForParameterFieldValue

Pattern parameter op: Operation; par: Parameter, field: Property, operator: string,
value: ValueSpecification

Restrictions par is a structured parameter (of kind in or inout) of operation
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op, field is an attribute of par, operator contains an operator
(=, <>, <, <=, > or >=), value of value adheres to the type of
field

Constraint type Precondition

Constraint context op

Constraint text name(par).name(field) operator value

As an example we apply this pattern to the field customerId of the parameter order-
Header of the operation ISalesOrder:create and demand that this field is non-empty.
The resulting precondition is shown in fig. 7.

ISalesOrder:create(in orderHeader: OrderHeaderData, in orde-
rItem: OrderItemData [1..*], out orderId: string, out order-
Status: OrderStatus)

pre: orderHeader.customerId <> ‘’

Fig. 7. Pattern applied to field customerId of parameter orderHeader of operation ISalesOr-
der:create

5.6 Pattern 5: Instance of a Type Exists

It frequently occurs that interface operations are manipulating specific instances of a
class in the type diagram. The operation ISalesOrder:check for example checks a sales
order (one instance of SalesOrder) where the input parameter orderId is utilized to
identify the sales order to be checked. When using such “instance related” operations
several behavioral constraints occur that can be described as patterns. One of those
patterns is the constraint that the specific instance to be manipulated exists within the
component. The pattern is called InstanceExists and is shown in table 7. The parame-
ters of this pattern are on one hand a class class and its key attribute key and on the
other hand the operation op and the operation parameter par that identifies the in-
stance. The pattern constraint is a precondition for op demanding that an instance of
class exists which attribute key equals the value of par.

Table 7. Description scheme for pattern InstanceExists

Characteristic Description

Pattern name InstanceExists

Pattern parameter op: Operation; par: Parameter, class: Class, key: Property

Restrictions par is a parameter (of kind in or inout) of operation op, key is
an attribute of class class

Constraint type Precondition
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Constraint context op

Constraint text name(class).allInstances()->exists(i1 |
i1.name(key) = par)

Fig. 8 shows the resulting constraint if the pattern is applied to the operation ISale-
sOrder:check, its parameter orderId, the class SalesOrder and its key attribute id.

ISalesOrder:check(in orderId: string, out orderStatus: Order-
Status)

pre: SalesOrder.allInstances()->exists(i1 | i1.id = orderId)

Fig. 8. Pattern applied to operation ISalesOrder:check

5.7 Pattern 6: Instance of a Type Does not Exist

The next pattern is called InstanceDoesNotExist and is almost identical to the one
before: In a precondition for an operation op it is now demanded that there exists no
instance of class with matching values in key and par. This constraint frequently oc-
curs as a precondition of create operations to ensure that the instance to be created
does not yet exist. Note that the precondition is only necessary and meaningful if the
key attribute of the instance to be created is supplied by the operation caller. The
pattern description is almost identical to table 7. It differs only in the pattern name and
in an additional term not at the beginning of the constraint text.

5.8 Pattern 7: Instance of a Type Created

The next pattern is also intended for create operations and is similar to the pattern
before. While the last pattern demanded that the instance to be created does not exist
at operation start, this pattern guarantees that the instance does exist at the end of the
operation call. The pattern called InstanceCreated is described in table 8. The pa-
rameters of the pattern are again a class class, its key attribute key, the operation op
and the parameter par that identifies the instance. Note that there are no additional
restrictions regarding the parameter kind of par necessary: par can be an input pa-
rameter (if the key of the new instance is supplied by the operation caller) or an output
parameter (if the key is assigned by the operation itself).

Table 8. Description scheme for pattern InstanceCreated

Characteristic Description

Pattern name InstanceCreated

Pattern parameter op: Operation; par: Parameter, class: Class, key: Property

Restrictions par is a parameter of operation op, key is an attribute of class
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class

Constraint type Postcondition

Constraint context op

Constraint text name(class).allInstances()->select(i1 |
i1.name(key) = par).oclIsNew

The pattern constraint is a postcondition for op guaranteeing that an instance of class
(which attribute key equals the value of par) was created by the operation. Note that
this fact can be expressed by using the OCL expression oclIsNew.

An example for this pattern is given in fig. 9 where the pattern is applied to the op-
eration ISalesOrder:create, its output parameter orderId, the class SalesOrder and its
key attribute id.

ISalesOrder:create(in orderHeader: OrderHeaderData, in orde-
rItem: OrderItemData [1..*], out orderId: string, out order-
Status: OrderStatus)

post: SalesOrder.allInstances()
->select(i1 | i1.id = orderID).oclIsNew

Fig. 9. Pattern applied to operation ISalesOrder:create

5.9 Pattern 8: Variable Definition for an Instance

Often it is necessary to formulate additional constraints for class instances manipu-
lated by an operation. The operation ISalesOrder:check for instance requires that the
sales order to be checked must be in status new. In such cases it can be helpful to
define a local variable representing the manipulated instance. Such a variable helps to
simplify constraint expressions and is particularly useful when it can be used in more
than one constraint. For this purpose the pattern InstanceVariableDefinition is avail-
able (see table 9). Beside the parameters class, key, op and par known from earlier
patterns there is the additional parameter var denoting the name of the variable to be
defined. The type of the pattern is definition which will be introduced by OCL 2.0
[16] to define variables to be reused in other constraints. The context of the constraint
will be op. The constraint defines a local variable of name var which is the instance of
class to be manipulated by op (more precise: the instance of class which attribute key
equals to par).

Table 9. Description scheme for pattern InstanceVariableDefinition

Characteristic Description

Pattern name InstanceVariableDefinition

Pattern parameter op: Operation; par: Parameter, class: Class, key: Property, var:
string
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Restrictions par is a parameter of operation op, key is an attribute of class
class

Constraint type Definition

Constraint context op

Constraint text var: name(class) = name(class).allInstances()
->select(i1 | i1.name(key) = par)

Note that there are additional requirements to employ this pattern which must be given
by corresponding constraints: key must be the semantic key of class (compare pattern
1; ensuring that at most one instance fulfils the condition) and an instance with the
specific key exists (compare pattern 5; ensuring that the variable is well defined).
Furthermore this pattern will usually be employed together with other constraints. An
example of its application is given in fig. 10 in the next section.

5.10 Pattern 9: Constraints for a Type Instance Attribute for an Operation Call

As explained in the last section it is sometime necessary to impose certain constraints
on the instances to be manipulated by an operation. This can be achieved by utilizing
the pattern PreconditionForInstanceAttribute (see table 10) that restricts the value of
an attribute. The pattern requires that the instance in question was defined earlier as
local variable var (compare last pattern). The parameters of this pattern are the opera-
tion op, the variable var identifying the instance and the attribute attr of var. To de-
scribe what value (or value range) attr shall have we use the earlier introduced pa-
rameters operator and value (cf. section 5.3). The constraint given by the pattern is a
precondition for op.

Table 10. Description scheme for pattern PreconditionForInstanceAttribute

Characteristic Description

Pattern name PreconditionForInstanceAttribute

Pattern parameter op: Operation; attr: Property, var: string, operator: string,
value: ValueSpecification

Restrictions attr is an attribute of the instance defined in var, operator
contains an operator (=, <>, <, <=, > or >=), value of value
adheres to the type of attr

Constraint type Precondition

Constraint context op

Constraint text var.name(attr)operator value
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Fig. 10 demonstrates how the last two patterns can be applied to the operation ISale-
sOrder:check: Using the pattern InstanceVariableDefinition we define a local variable
ord1 representing the instance of SalesOrder which attribute id equals the value of the
parameter orderId. The second condition in fig. 10 is obtained by using the pattern
PreconditionForInstanceAttribute and requires that ord1 is in state new before calling
the check operation. (Note that # is an OCL notation to denote the values of an enu-
meration.)

ISalesOrder:check(in orderId: string, out orderStatus: Order-
Status)

def: ord1: SalesOrder = SalesOrder.allInstances()
->select(id = orderId)

pre: ord1.status = #new
post: ord1.status = #accepted or ord1.status = #rejected

Fig. 10. Patterns applied to operation ISalesOrder:create

In the third line you can see a postcondition guaranteeing that the sales order ord1 is
either in state accepted or in state rejected after the operation call. Fig. 10 also shows
that the variable ord1 is used three times – its definition thus simplifies the overall
constraint expression.

5.11 Patterns with Parameters of Higher Multiplicity

It would be useful to extend several patterns in such a way that input parameters can
have multiplicity greater than one. In pattern 1 for instance it is conceivable that two
or more attributes together form the semantic key of the class. In general there is no
problem to allow patterns with parameters which multiplicity is greater than one and
not known exactly at pattern definition time. In the parameter section of the pattern
description scheme one could for instance use the multiplicity notation of UML
([1..*]) to denote this. A bigger problem, however, is to represent the constraint text
which will need some kind of loop mechanism. This could be done as well, but would
require us to refrain from using our very simple constraint representation and intro-
duce grammars or programming language related constructs. As we need the con-
straint text representation only in the first step towards OCL constraint generation (see
table 1) we decided against the introduction of more complex structures. We will,
however, note that the description technique to be developed in step 2 of table 1 must
allow parameters of higher multiplicity.

6 Related Work

Due to its importance component specifications are discussed by many authors, cf.
e.g. [4,5,6,11,19,18,21]. Most current specification approaches identify the need for
behavioral specifications and propose to use pre- and postconditions based on OCL
[16]. Problems related with using OCL were so far only reported in the case studies
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[1,2] and the authors are not aware of any solution to this problem in the area of com-
ponent specifications.

There are several publications outside the component area concluding that editing
OCL constraints manually is time consuming and error-prone [3,9,13]. There exist
different approaches to solve those problems: [9] develops an authoring tool that sup-
ports a developer with editing and synchronizing constraints in formal notation (OCL)
and informal notation (natural language). [13] discusses an approach how to generate
OCL expressions automatically. They constrain themselves, however, to the single use
case to connect two attributes within an UML model by an invariant. [3] proposes a
mechanism to connect design patterns with OCL constraint patterns which allows to
instantiate OCL constraints automatically whenever a design pattern is instantiated.
The idea of the last approach is very similar to our solution proposal. Its realization,
however, can not be employed for specifying components because of their tight cou-
pling of OCL constraints to pattern class diagrams.

7 Summary

The paper discussed one of the current problems in component specifications: editing
OCL constraints manually is time consuming and error-prone. As solution we pro-
posed to utilize specification patterns for which OCL constraints can be generated
automatically. As a first step towards this goal we identified in this paper a list of
frequently occurring specification patterns and described them in detail.

Direction of future research is to develop a description technique for representing
specification patterns that allows generating OCL constraints after a simple adoption
step. Moreover, this description technique needs to be applied to the patterns and
constraint generators must be implemented. The planned approach is to define for
each specification pattern a function that operates on UML metamodel level, takes the
pattern parameters as input and returns the generated constraint. In doing so one can
specify the functions using OCL itself (step 2 of table 1) and use the implementation
of those functions as generators in a specification tool (step 3).
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